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Abstract

Malware signature detectors use patterns of bytes, or

variations of patterns of bytes, to detect malware attempting

to enter a systems. This approach assumes the signatures

are both or sufficient length to identify the malware, and

to distinguish it from non-malware objects entering the sys-

tem. We describe a technique that can increase the difficulty

of both to an arbitrary degree. This technique can exploit

an optimization that many anti-virus systems use to make

inserting the malware simple; fortunately, this particular

exploit is easy to detect, provided the optimization is not

present. We describe some experiments to test the effective-

ness of this technique in evading existing signature-based

malware detectors.

1 Introduction

Ever since Cohen’s 1984 paper [6] described computer

viruses in detail, a battle has raged between virus writers

and anti-virus defenders. The simple computer virus has

evolved into more complex stealth, polymorphic, and meta-

morphic engines. In parallel, anti-virus1 systems have be-

come more complex; no longer are simple scans for code

signatures sufficient. Indeed, these systems now use tech-

niques such as emulation, behavior analysis, sandboxing,

and other forms of isolation to protect systems. The de-

fenses come with a price: data objects (which include

downloaded entities such as applets on the World Wide

Web, files, and email attachments) must be scanned and

tested in other ways for malware. Because of the large

number of different kinds of malware (over 22,000,000 as

of early 2009 [5]), it is considered impractical to scan all

incoming data objects for all types of malware. Thus, sys-

tems differentiate among the vectors used to put malware

1Here, we follow the industry custom of calling anti-malware detection

programs “anti-virus” programs.

on systems. For example, macro viruses intended for Mi-

crosoft Word must be in Word documents to be effective,

and so anti-virus programs typically do not scan incoming

executables for those viruses—but they do scan any incom-

ing Microsoft Word files for them. This creates a “gap” in

protection. If, for example, a macro virus were embedded

in an executable file in such a way that the executable file

would ignore it when executed, but a second program could

locate that virus and load it into an existing Microsoft Word

document in such a way that the virus would be triggered

when the file were opened, the anti-virus programs would

not detect the macro virus’ entry onto the system. The point

of detection would therefore need to be the loading pro-

gram. This view of the malware attack is of a three-step

process. The first step is to place the malware onto the sys-

tem. The second step is to assemble the malware. The third

step is to execute the assembled malware. More customary

views of the process conflate the first and second steps into

one, under the guise of infection (and the third step is the

execution step). Anti-virus programs typically attempt to

block the first two steps by detecting and preventing mal-

ware from entering the system. They require that both steps

have taken place, because their signatures require that spe-

cific parts of the malware be detectable. Anti-virus pro-

grams that seek to detect incoming malware use two pri-

mary techniques. The first, which we call data signature

scanning, is to look for patterns in the incoming data objects

that match known malware—signatures—and, when found,

take some action, for example deleting the incoming data or

quarantining it and notifying the user. The second, behav-

ior signature scanning, emulates the data object’s execu-

tion either statically (determining what instructions would

be executed) or dynamically (placing it in a sandbox and

executing it, with the sandboxing intercepting all system

calls and possibly library calls, looking for patterns that

match behavior of malware). Both techniques assume that

enough of the malware is present in the data object being

examined to trigger an alert. As stated above, these tech-

niques all combine entry onto the system with assembly in
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their view of the malware life cycle on a system. Consider

an alternate view. What happens if assembly occurs after

placement on the system? That is, portions of the malware

are placed on a system, then the malware is assembled, and

then it is executed—three distinct steps instead of two. This

view negates the assumption that enough of the malware is

present in the data object to be identified as malware. We

exploit this view by partitioning our malware into multiple

pieces, none of which alone contains enough of a signature

to trigger an anti-virus alert. The pieces are placed onto the

target system, and some time later are assembled together.

This combined code is sufficient to act as malware. The

argument that this malware will then be detected by the sys-

tem when it is executed, and therefore this attack is incon-

sequential, assumes that the system has an anti-virus engine

monitoring all processes as they execute—and that the anti-

virus program is correctly configured and correctly identi-

fies all malware as such by its behavior. This assumption is

of course questionable; at any rate, by that argument, no in-

coming data object would need to be checked for malware

because all malware would be detected on execution. The

magnitude of business, and the amount of research into, the

detection of malware as it enters the system demonstrates

that this argument is not widely accepted. Indeed, it vio-

lates the principle of separation of privilege (also known as

“layers of defense”) [16] because it contends that one layer

of defense is sufficient. After a brief survey of related work,

we present the design of our attack, and then report on ex-

periments. We conclude with a discussion of future direc-

tions and some ideas on how to apply this work to defeat

the execution monitoring of anti-virus defenses.

2 Related Work

Multi-stage attacks are well-known. One of the earli-

est was the Internet worm [9], which placed a “grappling

hook” on the target system. When the grappling hook was

executed, the rest of the worm was pulled over. Ptacek

and Newsham [15] used network hop counts to cause pack-

ets to be dropped. This fragmented attack commands into

multiple packets interspersed with irrelevant data that was

discarded after the intrusion detection system of the target

site examined the stream for attacks, but before the stream

reached the target. Other multistage attacks, often in the

guise of malware (see for example [2, 4, 7, 12] are “multi-

stage” in their activation or execution. Models [8, 14, 19]

and interpretative methods such as visualization [13] have

been created and applied to help understand how multi-

stage attacks work and how they spread.Of these attacks,

the Internet worm is closest to what we describe. The main

difference is that the worm uses the grappling hook to pull

over an object file that must be linked to local libraries and

resources in order to execute. Many existing worms work

similarly, exchanging messages with other hosts and copies

of the worm to propagate and to control their spread. Our

attack focuses on constructing the malware from data resi-

dent on the current host.

The computer viruses Dichotomy [10] and RMNS [11]

each consisted of two components. When executed,

they operated as TSRs. Dichotomy intercepted the

“Load and Execute” call, and either infected the file with

the “loader” (that changed the file entry point to invoke the

virus) and the virus body, or simply with the virus body.

RMNS had two parts, one of which intercepted the call, and

the other of which infected files. The infection part infected

the file with the interception code half the time, and the in-

fector the other half of the time. These viruses differ from

our approach because we fragment malware into parts that

can enter a system, and then be combined to create the mal-

ware. The components themselves need not do anything in

particular, or indeed even do anything—until they are as-

sembled in memory.

Sun, Ebringer, and Bostas [17] build on polymorphic

malware that uses encryption to evade detection. This type

of malware encrypts the unpacking routine, which is then

decrypted just before execution and re-encrypted just after

execution (called “multistage unpacking”). Our approach

omits encryption, or indeed any obfuscation beyond the

breaking up of the malware in multiple chunks that can then

be reassembled and executed. A second difference is that

we evade only detection at the injection of the malware com-

ponents. Once the malware is assembled and executed, it is

susceptible to detection through behavioral analysis.

Current work on evading signature-based anti-virus tech-

niques focuses on obfuscation-based systems, including

self-encrypting, polymorphic, and metamorphic malware.

Self-encrypting malware was first found in the Cascade

virus [3], and consisted of an initial decryption routine fol-

lowed by the encrypted virus. By altering the key (based

on the size of the file), the body of the virus would ap-

pear to change. The next stage grew from the need to hide

the decryption routine. Polymorphism, in which instruc-

tions are replaced by equivalent instructions, helped hide

those routines. Indeed, tools such as the Mutation Engine

and the TridenT Polymorphic Engine automated genera-

tion of polymorphic malware [18]. However, enough non-

metamorphic malware is still in use that signature-based

scanning is productive. Current anti-virus engines use a va-

riety of techniques to speed the checking of incoming data

objects. Most notably, they look for malware relevant to

the type of data object being analyzed. For example, the

Melissa worm [1] is a worm that is loaded into Microsoft

Word documents, and is then executed by the Visual Basic

interpreter. Thus, anti-virus systems typically do not check

incoming executable data objects for Melissa, because exe-

cuting a program will not cause Melissa to run; but editing
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Figure 2. Analysis of Zeus in an executable and in a JPG file

can decompose malware in such a way to avoid detec-

tion. Our anti-virus function AV will be the set of anti-

virus detectors at Virus Total, which includes most com-

mercial anti-virus programs as well as open-source ones.

We assume that Virus Total uses well configured and up-

to-date AV engines. We also assume that the anti-virus

tools there perform a static signature analysis on the given

files. We consider two well-known pieces of malware, Zeus

(also known as Trojan.Zbot) and Spreder (also known as

W32.HLLP.Spreda). As a control, we embedded Zeus into

a Windows executable and then ran it through Virus Total.

Figure 2 (left) shows that all but 4 anti-virus tools found the

virus. Similarly, all but 8 anti-virus tools were able to detect

Spreder. Thus, we know that both these pieces of malware

will be detected by most anti-virus software.

Our first question is how to decompose the malware into

components that will evade the anti-virus software. Prelim-

inary to this is the question of whether we have to break it

into components. Can we instead embed the entire malware

into a file of the wrong type, and then have the main actor

trigger its execution?

4.1 First Approach

As noted in the introduction, the large amount of mal-

ware means that scanning every incoming data object

for every malware is generally prohibitively expensive—it

would delay incoming data objects too long. So, modern

anti-virus software makes an obvious optimization. An ex-

ecutable infector embedded in a JPG (image) file will not

execute when the JPG file is displayed, because the bytes in

the file are interpreted as a JPG image. Thus, anti-virus soft-

ware will only look for malware that is triggered when the

JPG image is displayed. To verify this, we embedded Zeus

in a JPG file. Figure 2 (right) shows that none of the anti-

virus software products in Virus Total detected Zeus in that

file. Contrast this with Figure 2 (left), where all but 4 anti-

virus products detected Zeus. Interestingly, the effects of

adding Zeus to the JPG file vary depend on how it is embed-

ded. If placed immediately after the JPG header, Figure 3

(left) shows that the image is obviously corrupted. If placed

just before the JPG trailer, Figure 3 (center) shows the cor-

ruption is minimal. And if placed after the JPG trailer, Fig-

ure 3 (right), no corruption is apparent. Thus, an attacker

can embed malware into a file of an arbitrary type, and then

inject it and the main actor into the system. If the main ac-

tor escapes detection, then it can execute the malware. We

now turn to the case where all datatypes are checked for a

particular virus.

4.2 Second Approach

Now we consider breaking down malware into a set of

components that cannot be detected. We assume that the

nature of the anti-virus software on the target system is not

known; thus, we use a mechanism like Virus Total to check

our components against multiple anti-virus software prod-

ucts. If we do know the particular anti-virus software on

the target system, we need only consider it and not others.

We use an iterative approach. A simple program takes as
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Figure 3. Image with Zeus embedded: just after the JPG header (left), just before the JPG trailer

(center),after the JPG trailer (right)

input a set of files into which the malware is to be embed-

ded, the number of components that the malware is to be

broken into, and the malware. It breaks the malware into

components and embeds one component into each file. We

decomposed Spreder into three parts, and embedded it in a

JPG file. Only one of the anti-virus software under Virus

Total detected the corruption of the container files, and that

one identified the malware incorrectly (and as “suspected”);

see Figure 4 (left). Rearranging the signatures by hand

eliminated this alert, as shown in Figure 4 (right). Split-

ting Spreder into 2 components and embedding them in an

MP3 file also escaped detection; Figure 5 shows the results

of one such scan.

Our results for Zeus were similar. With Zeus, out of 42

anti-malware tools tested, only 7 reported potential malware

on one or more of the components. These results suggest

that, for the majority of anti-virus programs in use today,

this technique would enable malware to evade detection by

anti-virus signature scanning. These results indicate that,

for the malware tested, at least 35 of the AV functions de-

scribed above exist.

4.3 Main Actor

The main actor is a simple program. It locates the mal-

ware components and loads them into memory. The key to

its success is its execution. The main actor can be executed

exactly the same way that malware is executed. Phishing,

injection into a process or program, or other techniques en-

able this. For example, if a worm can inject specific in-

structions into a process through a buffer overflow, or an

SQI injection attack can enable the uploading of an exe-

cutable containing the main actor, then the main actor can

load the components already resident on the system into

memory, constructing the malware (and then executing it).

Other techniques include the use of DNS cache poisoning

and SEO abuse. For demonstration purposes, we imple-

mented this in the .NET framework. Using the common re-

flection technique, namely the ability of a managed code to

read its own metadata for the purpose of finding assemblies,

modules and type information at runtime, this program re-

constructs the malware’s code inside a memory buffer as

shown in the following listing, and then executes it.

1

2 byte [ ] b i n = new byte [ s t o p − s t a r t + 1 ] ;

3 f o r ( i n t c = 0 ; c <= s t o p − s t a r t ; c ++)

4 b i n [ c o u n t e r ] = t o t a l b i n [ s t a r t + c ] ;

5 . . .

6 Assembly a = Assembly . Load ( b i n ) ;

7 MethodInfo method = a . E n t r y P o i n t ;

8 . . .

9 i f ( method != n u l l ){
10 o b j e c t o =

11 a . C r e a t e I n s t a n c e ( method . Name ) ;

12 method . Invoke ( o , n u l l ) ;

13 }

The “bin” variable collects the ordered malware com-

ponents (lines 2–4). These become executable after being

loaded as into memory (line 6). The CreateInstance method

(line 11) builds the executable object from an entry point

(line 7) that is activated by the invoke function (line 12).

Figure 6 shows our main actor loaded in a Windows 32 sys-

tem.

In theory, determining whether an arbitrary segment of

code is the main actor is undecidable. In practice, the prob-

lem is more limited: can we characterize the main actor in

such a way that it can be detected? The function of the

main actor indicates the characteristic all main actors must

share: the ability to load data from files and then execute

that data. In some environments, it is not possible to distin-

guish between programs that do this for a benign purpose

and programs that do this for a malicious purpose. For ex-

ample, the above programming technique, called reflection,

is widely used in Windows environments, and thus any anti-

virus engine that flags it as a potential problem will create

many false positives.
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Figure 4. Analysis of first part of Spreder in a JPEG file: automatic (left), manually arranged (right)

Figure 5. Detection of second part of Spreder

in an MPEG3 file

Figure 6. Screenshot of the Exploit.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposed an alternate view of the steps that

malware uses to attack a system, and this view led to an

application of the philosophy of multi-stage attacks to the

delivery of a malicious payload that exploits the difficulty of

correlating pieces of a malware before they are assembled

into the actual malware itself.

This attack is actually a class of attacks, with many vari-

ations. For example, our experiments divided malware into

roughly equal-sized parts. The malware could have been

broken into random-sized parts, or the part detected as a

signature could itself be fragmented, and the rest of the mal-

ware could be left intact. Or, the malware could be sent in a

file of the wrong type (assuming the anti-virus engine does

not check all files), and the main actor could be sent in a

type of file that would be executed.

The key to creating this attack is determining how to split

the malware to reduce its being detected. Clearly, break-

ing it into components the size of a few bytes works; in-

deed, in that case it may be possible to avoid injecting it

into files, but simply load the bytes from files that happen to

contain them. (In the extreme, one can conceive of a main

actor constructing malware from operating system, config-

uration, and application files.) Scanning an executable to

detect the loading of data and then the execution of that

data is of course undecidable in the general case. In spe-

cific cases it can be done. However, detecting the stan-

dard hooks that enable this, such as the .NET “load binary”

API, will cause many false positives because much software
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uses those APIs. Further, many programs that use reflection

will also be flagged. Thus, this technique appears not to be

amenable to detection by signature scanning.

In fact, one could be more subtle. The attack could mas-

querade as a buffer overflow. For this approach, the main

actor would simply read data into a buffer that was of size

sufficient to hold the malware. The malware is loaded, and

then some extra data, designed to produce a return to the

stack, overwrites the return address on the stack. When the

main actor executes a “return from procedure” instruction,

the malware executes. Note this only works if a buffer over-

flow attack can execute instructions in stack space (some

systems prevent this). Behavior analysis, or analyzing the

program as it executes, will detect this type of attack. Ba-

sically, once the malware is assembled in memory and exe-

cuted, an anti-malware mechanism would not know how the

malware was loaded onto the system; it simply detects its

execution. So this type of attack can be thwarted with cur-

rent technology, but only once the malware is resident. Two

avenues of research will determine how effective this attack

is. The first is to test the attack under varying conditions.

Specifically, our work used the set of anti-malware detec-

tors at VirusTotal. Thus, we can claim only that, against

the tools as configured there, this attack is effective. Alter-

nate configurations might be more effective. This needs to

be checked. The second avenue is to apply this method to

behavioral detection techniques. Specifically, once the mal-

ware is assembled and executed, standard behavioral detec-

tion techniques will flag the executing process as malicious.

Is it possible to break the executing process up in such a way

that standard behavioral analysis techniques will not detect

the malicious actions? It is clear such an approach works if

the analysis is done on a per-process basis; it is much less

clear this method will work against analysis that examines

the totality of execute of all processes in the system. This

too is an area of future research. The goal of this paper was

to describe an attack that evades anti-malware mechanisms

that guard against injection of malware. It suggests that a

combinatorial explosion could increase the importance of

detecting the execution, rather than the injection of mal-

ware.
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